
  
 

Guidelines and regulations for Bee’s products and supplies for 

APIMONDIA Chile 2023 

1.- The Agricultural and Livestock Service of Chile (SAG), is the government agency that authorizes all entries of agricultural 

products (like bee products: honey, corbicular pollen, wax, operculum wax, apitoxin, propolis and royal jelly).  also 

authorizes beekeeping supplies for human and animal consume.  (Such as medicines for beekeeping use and food for 

bees) SAG, not allow to import to Chile, biological samples like “queen bees, swarm of bees, nuclei, eggs, bee ova and 

semen of Apis mellifera. 

2.- All bee products and supplies that enter the country for APIMONDIA Chile 2023 event, by any transports (land, air or 

sea), must be authorized in advance by the Agricultural and Livestock Service (SAG). this authorization must be requesting 

preferably 60 days before the event start (July 31, 2023)  

Rockit Global will arrange that authorizations (permission without commercial purposes) on behalf of every exhibitor of 

APIMONDIA that use to RIG/Waiver as freight forwarder. It will be highly recommended that this authorization must be 

added in someplace visible in each package/crate/box of every shipment for easy identification at SAG officers make a 

physical inspection of the cargo. 

3.- In case SAG officers finds unauthorized products in exhibitors’ luggage or any other import entries 

which do not comply with the Chilean regulations, conditions and instructions provided can be rejected, confiscated and 

destroy it. And fines that will apply for the passenger and/ or Exhibitor's Company involved. These fines are established 

by Chilean legislation (0 up to 300 UTM / which means a max. around USD 22.000)  

4.- The authorization of bee products entries only are considered to be tasting, inside of the event venue, which means 

only at Espacio Riesco events center. It’s forbidden delivery of samples to the general public and the sales of bee products. 

Therefore, samples entries in individual bags will not be allowed. 

To comply with this requirement, it is highly recommended that companies that wish to offer tasting of honey or other 

food products have a larger container that allows small samples to be dispensed for immediate consumption. 

5.- SAG protocol requires that bee products authorized to enter to Chile and that are not consumed during the APIMONDIA 

2023 Congress and ApiExpo, will be destroyed at the exhibitor's expenses by a company validated by SAG itself.  

6.- Regarding quantity, maximum weights and specific prohibitions, no restrictions have been previously established, 

however this is part of the evaluation when an authorization request is received (60 days in advance), hence the 

importance of said requests are made with the established time. 

7.- This protocol authorizes only products directly related to beekeeping, the rest of animal or plant origin must comply 

with the import regulations established by the SAG. 


